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Aims
A new attempt is made to substantiate the concept of the mechanism of arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death.

Methods
The paper is based on a theoretical analysis of special literature, personal experience of participation in conferences and discussions with leading Russian cardiologists.

Results
We have succeeded in demonstrating the fact that researchers ignore the fact that cardiomyocytes can be excited by mechanical pulses, when considering the arrhythmia mechanisms. We have conducted trials using the
Cardiocode device. Under stress in a human, opened may be large and small arteriovenous anastomoses, via
which blood under high pressure is ejected into veins. It leads to pressure surges in arteries and veins. The vena
cava dilates, its tonus increases. In some cases, the pulse waves travel via anastomoses along the vena cava walls
to the atria and the ventricles. An above-threshold concentration of tensions from mechanical pulses may excite
cardiomyocytes from different points of the myocardium, disturbing the sinus rhythm. As a result, extrasystoles,
tachycardia attacks, blocking of blood circulation in the peripheral segments of the venous arterial networks,
edemata, thrombosis and metabolism disorders appear. Arrhythmia, tachycardia attacks and concomitant myocardial ischemia lead to progression of heart fibrosis. Such changes increase the probability of fibrillations and
sudden cardiac death.

Conclusions
Unhealthy lifestyle, the presence of opening and not properly closing anastomoses may provoke a number of
diseases. To avoid the cardiac arrhythmia attacks and prevent SCD, it is necessary to suppress travel of the mechanical waves within the following circuitry: aorta – artery – anastomosis – vein – vena cava – atria – ventricles.
The travel of the mechanical waves within the same vessel circuitry explains the fact that the fixed couplings under
extrasystoles are observed, and the beat-to-beat RR intervals under tachycardia remain constant. Obviously, we
may consider that the reentry mechanism is rather of biomechanical, but not of bioelectrical nature, as it is generally accepted.
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Introduction

This article attempts to look at the
global problem of high cardiac mortality of people from a fresh point of
view. It is no secret that in the official
cardiology, especially during the last
50 years, there have been different
trends in approaches to the solution
of this important problem. In addition, at the turn of 20-21 centuries, in
the opinion of some Western cardiologists, arisen has a crisis of ideas on
the development of cardiology and
arrhythmology. Now, in the majority
of complex cases, often doctors re
commend RFA and ICD, i.e. radiofrequency ablation and implantable
cardioverter-defibrillators. Practical
world medicine teaches people to
think, that to completely solve some
of the problems and significantly increase the life expectancy in the short
term is impossible. According to
WHO estimates, by 2030 from cardiovascular disease (CVD) will die
per year approximately 23.6 million
people (in 2012, 17.5 million), and
the only major cause of death will
remain heart diseases. But, apparently, there is another way of cardiology development and related medical
disciplines. This promising way will
be discussed in this article.

Materials and methods

Finding information via Internet
about possible causes of arrhythmias,
comorbidity for certain diseases,
studying classical and contemporary
primary relevant sources, participation and presentation at medical
conferences in 2012-2015, discussions of theoretical and clinical issues with health care experts: Russian Academician Yevgeny Chazov,
Russian Academician Leo Bokeria,
Russian Academician Amiran Revishvili, Professor E. Shirokov, Doc-

tors A. Arutyunov, V. Frolov, V. Lukyanchenko, M. Rudenko and others
laid the groundwork for the materials
and methods of this paper. In fairness, it should be noted that not all
of the above experts currently fully
support the basic idea of the theory proposed by the author herein.
During the discussions, I was asked
a number of fundamental questions
to which, I think, I managed to find
eligible logical answers.

Results

Generally speaking, the current results
achieved in the theory and practice of
cardiology and arrhythmology provoke objections not only from my
side. Criticism has been expressed by
many experts, when assessing the
progress in these fields in medicine.
The objective criticism is confirmed
by the data on the Nobel Prize awards.
Only two Nobel Prizes were granted
to cardiologists for 115 years: in 1924
for the discovery of the mechanism
of the ECG (W. Einthoven) and in
1998 for the discovery of the role of
nitric oxide as a signaling molecule
in the regulation of the cardiovascular system (L. Ignarro et al.). Just
to compare: Genetics scientists were
awarded with Nobel Prize 48 times!
But how to expedite and advance
the process of definite solving of the
mystery attributed to CVD? How to
break the deadlock, when due to no
apparent reasons, often suddenly,
people die and premature mortality
is growing? Perhaps something was
missed? Maybe, we need to reconsider some of the scientific achievements and the reported “discoveries”
in cardiology? Where is the solution
to this problem?
In 2010-2016 I probably managed to
find ways to solve this problem: my
new theory of arrhythmia (NTA) was

born in those years. In the process of
studying the primary sources of cardiology and searching for causes of
hypertension and arrhythmia mechanisms, I was able to show that in the
theoretical cardiology there has been
a critical error at least for the last 100
years. The error is that after the ECG
invention, for some mysterious reasons, for many years researchers have
suddenly forgotten that myocardial
excitation can be provided by mechanical pulses. But even in the late
19th century it was known that the
muscle fibers and cardiomyocytes
(CMC) could be excited by a variety of physical effects: by pulses of
mechanical, electrical, chemical and
thermal nature...
To our much regret, almost everybody has forgotten the “mechanics”
in the heart performance. But several
groups of scientists still stand out, in
particular, Professor A.G. Kamkin’s
team, which upon special studies in
1985-2002 has made some far-reaching conclusions [1]: “The cardiomyocytes and the fibroblasts to an even
greater extent efficiently convert mechanical stimulation into electrical
responses, and as this takes place, the
performance of the first sort of the
cells (cardiomyocytes) is modulated
by the second one (fibroblasts).” Unfortunately, those theoretical and experimental conceptual findings were
not used, in my opinion, by a reason
as follows: nobody dared or has seen
any possibility of “how to apply it”.
At present, electrocardiography
has become a standard routine procedure, where doctors are trying
to find answers to many questions
by interpreting standard-type ECG
tapes. In my opinion, unreasonably
believed is that nearly all rhythm abnormalities are associated with disturbances in the performance of the
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cardiac conduction system (CCS),
with deviations of its conductivity
and automaticity [2-4]. It is stated
that the causes of arrhythmia are reported to be by the dozens, and the
arrhythmia factor list is known by all
the doctors, and there is no need to
discuss this rather trivial list herein.
I would like to stress here, not arrhythmia causes are listed there, but
following NTA, they are treated to
be factors which change the tonus of
the CVS and lower threshold of the
heart rate generation mainly due to
mechanical excitations. In addition,
the official medicine believes that
there is not one “mechanism” of heart
arrhythmias, but they are rather several ones available. Summing all the
arguments of researchers, we get “a
set” of “mechanisms”: macro- and
micro-“re-entry”, increased automaticity of P-cells, trigger activity, the
presence of ischemic areas in ische
mic heart disease, atherosclerosis,
the presence of irregular structures
in the form of necrosis, the blockade
of conductivity, the presence of ectopic foci, the presence of “autowaves
of excitation in active media, i.e. in
the myocardium.” For each type of
arrhythmia there are a specific “theory” and a “mechanism” available.
Every “Cardiac School” offers its
own particular treatment. Naturally, under such a “strict and accurate”
diagnostics of arrhythmias, drugs
are randomly chosen from a recommended list of approved medications. The only rule has to be applied: if a drug does not produce an
effect, it must be changed, and that
is the case throughout the life of an
arrhythmia patient. But it should be
noted that an abundance of theories
and hypotheses, existing in any science, bears witness to the fact that it
is actually dead end therein.
8 | Cardiometry | Issue 8. May 2016

I pioneered to show that (except
when some specific cases of patho
logy area considered) the nature and
the mechanism of all known forms of
arrhythmia up to ventricular fibrillation (VF) is always the same (IT’S
THE ONLY ONE!). It is a superposition of bioelectrical and “forgotten
for 100 years “above-threshold mechanical pulses, in amounts of one up
to three excitation pulses “simultaneously” [5] on condition that the homeostasis changes within predetermined limits. It is known that CMC
can be equally effectively excited
both by bioelectrical and mechanical
pulses [6]. It is believed that at the
apex of the heart, or anywhere in the
myocardium in general, life-threatening “ectopic foci” of excitation may
be formed, but the mechanism of this
phenomenon has never been understood by most patients and physicians [7].
I assumed that mechanical pulse
waves, which reach the atria from the
vena cava in a certain manner, can
further travel on the sphere-shaped
heart (the travel is facilitated especially in the case of heart affected by
fibrosis), with their further focusing,
for example, at the point of “an antipode” relative to the mouths of the
veins, i.e. at the points close to the
apex of the heart. It should be borne
in mind that, in general, mechanical
pulses in an elastic medium can be
reflected from the walls, from necrotic irregularities and cavities; they can
propagate in the myocardium tissue
regardless of the excitation phase of
the tissue refractoriness, but electrical pulses are not capable of doing
so. Electrical excitation can suddenly
break off his path in collisions with
zones of refractoriness, for example,
when two waves traveling towards
each other are colliding. Now it be-

comes clear why the sudden excitations of CMC (of mechanical-sensitive nature) can suddenly appear at
any point in the heart, especially in
the presence of cardiac fibrosis, or
in the presence of coronary artery
disease, because the fibroblasts “network” is a higher quality “conductor”
of mechanical waves in comparison
with the “soft” myocardium, consisting mainly of young CMC. I stress
that early unexplained excitations
(except for the cases of the presence
of additional pathways) always produce confusion for researchers, because early excitations sometimes
may result not from the current QRS,
but, according to NTA, from an earlier beat of heart.
If there are several excitation sour
ces simultaneously available (the
total of the mechanical and electrical pulses), fibrillations either of the
atria or of the entire myocardium appear, depending on the degree of fibrosis, cardiomyopathy and points of
“simultaneous” excitation. Of particularly danger is ventricular fibrillation (VF), since when erratic, chaotic
ventricular excitations are available,
they impair the pumping function of
the heart that leads in most cases to
sudden cardiac death (SCD). During
period of attacks of heart fibrillation
(VF) at each fixed time the heart
conditionally is divided into separate
independent sections with different
phases of excitation with arbitrarily
changing boundaries between them.
According to NTA, the average size
of the independent zones of excitation is defined by two parameters:
the averaged interval refractoriness
of CMC and the averaged speed of
propagation of mechanical waves
within the myocardium. It is easy to
guess that due to very small metric
sizes of hearts the number of inde-

pendent parts of the heart excitations
cannot be more than one: therefore
in small-sized animals (puppy dogs,
cats, rabbits, rats, guinea pigs) and
small birds fibrillation cannot be
generated at all [8], and they cannot
be killed by electrical shocks, as it
is the case with a human or an elephant! Before creation of NTA, scientists tried to explain this paradox
by some physiological features (?!)
of the myocardial structure of hearts
in small animals. But it turns out,
the reason is of another nature, and
NTA gives the definite answer how to
properly interpret this phenomenon.
Obviously, the most effective healthy
heart function is provided when excitations are initiated only by the cardiac conduction system (CCS). CCS
generates sinus rhythm under probably existing sub-threshold mechanical
stimuli of CMC. I have shown [5] that
numerous variants of the superpositions of excitations lead to a great
variety of arrhythmias: extrasystoles
and tachycardia (atrial or ventricular), allorhythmia (mainly bigemia,
trigeminia), atrial and ventricular
fibrillation. In the presence of necro
tic areas in the myocardium detected
are even “more sorts” of arrhythmia
according electrocardiogram (ECG)
and electrophysiology study (EPS) so
that it makes much more difficult to
classify the said rhythm abnormalities. In particular, the question of
the mysterious stability of length of
RR-intervals (on ECG) during an attack of paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia has found its logical explanation: because there is a stable time
of travel of the pulse wave along the
path “the aorta - the artery – the anastomosis AVA – the vein (veins) – the
vena cava – the atria - the myocardium”, with the floating or slowly drifting focus point of maximum stress

(ectopic foci) in the apex of the heart.
Well, of course, with this initiation
of the wave of mechanical-electrical
excitation of CMC, the wave travels
not across the “fast” CCS, but according to the principle of propagation of
mechanical waves “from cell to cell.”
This is the reason the ventricular QRS
waves are extended in time and may
change their polarity!
An additional evidence in favor of
the fact, that premature firing of excitations is of mechanical nature, is
that many experts in cardiac murmur
auscultations detect the presence of
unexplained pulse waves near the
3rd heart sound before ES. “In case
of physical examination, the fact of a
premature heart contraction is usually easy to establish. When examining
the arterial pulse, some prematurely
appearing pulse waves of small amplitude are found which correspond
to extrasystole.”
“There exist a mechanic systole and
an electrical one, and the latter does
not correspond to the mechanic systole. The 3rd sound may be detected
in 20% of healthy individuals, but
more often it is found in ill patients.
It is recorded at the beginning of diastole, not earlier than 0.12 sec. after
the 2nd sound. The pathological 3rd
sound forms the triple rhythm. It appears as a result of rapid relaxation
of the ventricle muscle fibers which
have lost their tonus, when blood is
rapidly entering the ventricles. It is as
if the heart were crying for help, or it
is a gallop rhythm.”
Thus, the CMC mechanical excitation is initiated either by the
mechanical wave, passing through
AVA along the vessel walls, or by
the mechanical impact of the blood
flow acting on the heart apex during
opening of the tricuspid valve, or by
both factors acting together.

Let’s take a closer look at the question of how abnormal mechanical
pulses, generated by the heart and
the aorta, can pass through the vessels and reach the atria or the ventricles from the back side (as viewed
from the atria). Previously such ideas
have never been offered because it
has been considered to be generally
impossible.
2010 the author hereof has proposed
a concept that in order to protect arteries from high blood pressure, not only
small-scale precapillary anastomoses
(including glomura), but also large
arteriovenous anastomoses (AVA)
should be opened periodically [9].
AVAs are unique natural shunts,
connecting (joining) directly the arterial and venous basins under certain conditions. It can be assumed
that when a human individual is
healthy, demonstrates an acceptable
training condition, when the daily
prevailing arterial blood pressure is
close to normal, the large AVAs are
closed. Otherwise, when the arterial
blood pressure at the local level exceeds a specified norm for a certain
time, the AVAs may be opened. So far
an exact algorithm of AVA regulating
(by an organism) is unknown in detail, but hopefully it will be revealed
and defined in the nearest future.
Apparently, the AVA performance
depends on many factors: duration
of hypertension disease, the degree
of degenerative disc disease, actual
arterial pressure at a specified time,
intensity of the physical exercise
load, the state of “deterioration” and
remodeling of the cardiovascular system, myocardial hypertrophy, the degree of atherosclerosis, the presence
of plaques, the degree of coronary
artery disease and myocardial fibrosis, the stress conditions, the current
stomach performance status, obesity,
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smoking & alcohol factors, the current patient’s posture and some other
conditions.
The first targeted searches for cardiometrical markers indicating anatomical and physiological rearrangement of the vascular system (opening
/ closing of the AVA) brought success.
Using the original hemodynamic
analyzer “Cardiocode” in 2015 Lukyanchenko V.A. and Rudenko M.Y.
with my participation have detected,
that some specific complaints like
episodes of dizziness in patients are
related to a pressure amplitude fall in
the aorta (for example, from 150/90
to 100/80 mm Hg or less). The said
data have been derived by digital processing of actual ECG and Rheogram
curves. Fig. 1 shows ECG & RHEO
segments in the same patient demonstrating such pressure fluctuations
both in the aorta and the entire system due to opening / closing of arteriovenous anastomoses.
Later, the effect of “surges in arterial blood pressure” within short-time
intervals (up to 3-10 heart beats) was
named after their discoverers “the Ermoshkin-Lukyanchenko syndrome”.
But the most important thing is not
that periodically dizziness, syncope
and “abrupt changes in blood pressure” occur. The most critical matter is the fact that such cardiometric
re-setting of the organism parameters
provokes more dangerous changes of
two types of cardiovascular diseases.

The first dangerous change
in the CVS performance

With periodic opening of AVA,
blood from the arteries at a high
pressure, for example, at a pressure of
130-150/85 mm Hg, is entering the
large and small veins. Then blood enters the vena cava, where the normal
pressure should be considerably low10 | Cardiometry | Issue 8. May 2016

Figure 1. Sharp fluctuations in the ECG shape and Rheogram (below): cardiometric
signs of remodeling system detected by CARDIOCODE technique

er, reaching about 0-10mm Hg. Due
to a high pressure drop, blood, being
intensively discharged via AVA into
the vena cava, is mixed with venous
blood, fills the veins to their limit,
deforms with time venous valves,
rises for some minutes or hours the
systemic venous pressure up to a level
significantly higher than the normal
one, for example, in some veins up to
40 mm Hg.
The walls of the overfilled major
veins are stretched and change their
mechanical properties; they become
solid and elastic (similar to the wall
of a child balloon inflated with a gas).
These changes create a possibility
for arterial pulse waves to travel via
AVAs along the walls of the hollow
veins to the heart. An evidence for
the presence of large AVA is based on
the following clinical observation. It
is assumed by me that the pulse wave
at some point of time, upon filling of
the hollow veins, starts propagating
in a closed loop of the blood vessels comprising the following items:
the left ventricular myocardium,
the aorta, the large artery, AVA, the
portal veins, the vena cava and the
atria. In its turn, the mechanical action on the myocardium can lead to
extraordinary, premature excitations
of the cardiomyocytes. It triggers
atrial or ventricular extrasystoles,
tachycardia and some other types of

arrhythmia. For example, tachycardia occurs when the mechanical action coincides exactly with the center
point of the RR-interval on ECG, and
in this case heart rate (HR) changes
sharply by 2 times, for example, from
70 to 140 beats per minute. Power of
pulse wave traveling via the overfilled
veins depends on the specific structural features of the venous bed in a
patient or on rising head pressures in
the veins: under the conditions, patients report either no symptoms at
all, or some patients report pulsations
in the ears, the abdomen, the legs, the
throat, the neck or even throughout
the entire body.
Taken into account such a description of “the syndrome of AVA opening”, some doubts are cast upon the
validity of the concept interpreting
the phenomenon of “bioelectrical
reentry” in the myocardium, generally accepted by the conventional
medicine. In accordance with the
conceptual NTA philosophy, “reentry” of cardiac excitation is primarily
of mechanical, but not of bioelectrical nature, as erroneously believed
for more 50 years. The support in
favor of the fresh interpretation of
“reentry” are numerous reports by
patients that they feel pulsation in
their abdomen area, their solar plexus area, and sometimes patients note
cramps in the area around the navel

and even can observe visible beats in
the blood vessels under the skin. As a
rule, after pulsations, colics and abdominal cramping, i.e. probably after
the opening of AVA, cardiac rhythm
abnormalities occur. But in most cases, doctors come to their standard
findings in making diagnoses like
vegetative-vascular dystonia (VVD),
panic attacks (PA), etc. In doing so, as
a rule, they treat their patients based
on their classical ECG interpretation,
some blood tests, standard medications, but all this without any favorable therapy effect. Below offered are
a number of descriptions of fearful
syndromes reported by acutely affected patients.
If we think that opening / closing of
AVA in many cases is accompanied
by unpleasant sensations because
of, for example, significant pressure
fluctuations in the hepatic, the superior mesenteric artery, as well as in
the portal vein and in the vena cava.
Most often, AVAs can be opened after a heavy meal, or after drinking
alcohol, coffee, or after eating fatty
food, or when being squeezed, and
these observations are recorded by a
lot of patients and physicians; some
other cases associated with the above
phenomenon are attributed to the
presence of liver or gallbladder diseases, even at their early stages. For
example, famous Russian doctor Botkin S.P., from his young age, suffered
of arrhythmia which appeared with
abdominal cramps. In his research
reports [10] he emphasized, that pain
and other changes in the heart might
occur even without abdominal pains.
“We obtained evidence in favor of
assumption that a lethal outcome is
possible in a patient, even when such
events are not accompanied by pains,
when colics are not reported, but
when, according to our strict analysis

of the complete disease picture, we
have no slightest doubt that the cause
of the death were concretions which
produced irritation of the nerve apparatus, integrated in the ducts, so that
it triggered a number of reflex changes in the heart or in the central nervous system.” From my standpoint,
the narrative by Botkin S.P. should be
completed by the description of the
phenomenon of periodical opening
of AVA. Without the AVA opening
description the relationship between
abdominal cramps and cardiac arrhythmias looks unconvincing.
“However, we should remember
that the heart pains might be the
only manifestation of pathology of
the gallbladder ... Possible is also a
pain-free form of the syndrome of
cholecystitis coexisting with cardiovascular disease”, when the only
manifestation of cholecystitis is a
heart rhythm abnormality. Cardiac arrhythmias in combination
with cholecystitis, according to the
available reference source data, are
found in 16,2-21,8% of the patient
cohort [11].
The characteristic feature of the
dual pathology implying the gall
bladder disorders in combination
with arrhythmias is that arrhythmia
is appearing with developing biliary
colic; it results in low efficiency of the
conventional antiarrhythmic therapy
and conversion of arrhythmia into
an unfavorable form in case of acute
inflammation of the biliary tract and
biliary hypertension progression.
Of particular note is that arrhythmias are found not only in case of
the above pain-free form disease, but
often they are combined with pains
in the heart and the sternum. Many
clinicians focusing on biliary tract
pathology notice the appearance of
such symptoms like tachycardia, in-

creased pulse and venous pressure;
occasionally revealed are symptoms
of hypertension in the pulmonary
circulation. In my opinion, this pathology picture should be completed
by the description of the initiating
role of the performance of AVA, for
example, between the superior mesenteric artery and the portal vein.
So, if my proposed theory is true,
then it should become clear: in order
to prevent traveling of a pathological
pulse wave to the myocardium, it is
required to use a method to dissipate, weaken, “extend” the timeline
and “round-off ” sharp cutting edges
of mechanical waves at any convenient location along the length of the
vascular circuit. For example, in the
superior mesenteric artery, the most
likely artery capable of conducting
pulse waves, an arterial stenting may
be provided, or the preventive measure can be taken by suppressing the
same wave in another location within
the AVA or in the vena cava, or even
immediately at the heart by RFA, or
any other technology to “kill” the
normally functioning cardiomyocytes. With regard to the suppression
of the wave in the vena cava, it seems
possible to make it easy by the surgical performance of “the circumferential seam” in the vena cava or using
latex litigation of the veins. I believe
that there is a large field opened for
inventors of medical techniques and
devices which may be utilized against
arrhythmias. Also, I have proposed
vein stenting with use of the stent device in the form of a ring, a clamp to
be loosely placed around the circumference of the vena cava. Figure 2 displays schematically systemic and pulmonary circulation in a human. Letter
“L (Left)” stands for lungs, letters “LG
(Right)” denote the liver and the gallbladder, and AVA is an abbreviation
Issue 8. May 2016 | Cardiometry | 11

for arteriovenous anastomosis. The
black arrows indicate the direction
of blood flow under the normal conditions, the pink arrow shows the
direction of abnormal blood circulation with formation of stagnation
areas and edema. The vena cava with
the AVA opened is marked with two
colors: red and blue, since there is
mixed blood supplied from the two
basins. The pulse waves travel via the
aorta, the artery, AVA, the vein, the
vena cava and then reaches the right
atrium. If a stenting clamp for the
vena cava is used (Figure 2, left), then
the pulse wave might be suppressed.
Following this way, it should be
noted that during the vein dilation,
before an attack of arrhythmia, the
clamp will partially compress the
vein, keeping a pre-specified sufficient clearance to provide an adequate blood supply, while the pulse
waves running along the walls of
the veins will be reflected from the
“ring”, excluding traveling of the
pulse waves to the atria or the ventricles. As a result, attacks of tachycardia and extrasystoles (ES) will be
avoided, and the pathological progress of ischemic heart disease apparently will be inhibited. Perhaps, in
some cases, events of sudden cardiac
death (SCD) in healthy individuals
might be completely excluded, but it
would be difficult to obtain reliable
statistics data on actually prevented mortality (who, when and where
is protected in such a manner from
SCD). To prove this suggestion is
possible only based on significant
sampling statistics covering a large
population cohort. The fact of considerable weakening of the pulse
mechanical waves during their travel
in scar tissues, that is derived from
some heart transplantation statistics,
may be treated as evidence data. It
12 | Cardiometry | Issue 8. May 2016

has been established that there is a
tendency observed, when even the
donor before transplantation had
some problems with the heart, after
the transplantation surgery, accompanied by the formation of circular
scars on the recipient heart, no arrhythmias are usually reported [12],
since the mechanical pulses delivered
from the hollow veins are reflected
from the scars, and no extraordinary
excitement of CMC occurs.
I believe that, by adopting the idea
of NTA, the need to use RFA may
be at least reduced or completely
excluded for young people, because
an operation aimed at dissipation of
mechanical waves can be performed
at another location. Myocardial tissue scarring after RFA application is
also nothing else than the suppression or the reflection of the pulse
wave, nevertheless the RFA developers explain this therapy effect as suppression at the micro-level of tissue
activity in some mysterious “ectopic
foci”. In my opinion, the question is
only where to choose the place where
it is more convenient and safe to “create” a barrier hindering travel of the
pulse waves: either at the mouths of
the veins, or at the myocardium by
RFA, or at another convenient location along the length of the blood
vessels. Should we use possibly another method to do it?

The second dangerous change
in the CVS performance

With AVAs opened, blood under
an increased pressure, sometimes up
to 70-80 mm Hg, is delivered to the
right atrium and further into the pulmonary trunk only, disturbing hemodynamics in the right atrium and
the pulmonary circulation. Moreover, blood, in contrast to the usual
blood flow, will move in the opposite

Figure 2. Scheme of formation of
extrasystoles and paroxysmal tachycardia due to travelling of the pulse
wave via AVA
direction: to large and small veins,
venules and venous capillaries, damaging weak veins incapable to resist
to mechanical stretching, that provokes blood stagnation. An adequate
ratio between the arterial volume
of blood and the venous blood volume is globally disturbed: there an
excess of the venous blood amount
appears, and at the same time there
is a deficit in the arterial blood
amount available, correspondingly (in the average, the human body
contains 950 ml of arterial blood,
3200 ml of venous blood and about
2000 ml of lymph fluid). Frequent
prolonged periods of increased venous pressure may lead to varicose
vein disease, vein thrombosis or trophic ulcers [13, 14], especially often
affecting the lower part of the body
of such patients due to gravitational
effect. This situation can be partially
improved by an increase in systemic venous pressure that is provided
by the spleen which “receives and
cleans” excessive amounts of blood
in its own bed.

The conditions can be compared
with an inflation of a football ball
having a small hole and showing
air leakage. Using a damaged ball in
football is ineffective, and the same
case is with a human individual when
the organism attempts to provide
the proper performance with AVA
opened, under overloading conditions, showing no efficiency and destroying generally its own biological
system.
Destruction of the veins due to the
opening AVAs, where the small-sized
veins are affected, is clearly demonstrated in hypertensive patients in
their fundus photographs [15]: found
are usually increased diameters of
veins, vessel tortuosity, stasis, hyalinosis of the vessel walls and some
other catastrophic changes. Similar
pathology may occur in any organ,
since, according to NTA, small or
large AVAs can exist in almost all organs in the organism.
I suppose, when AVAs are opened
in the cardiovascular system of the
brain (or even in other internal organs), due to the overflow of large
venous vessels and an increase in the
system pressure, severe pains in the
occipital region of the head may occur, and possible are also headache
attacks of migraine type.
The proposed theory agrees well
with the following research data
[16]. The authors write: “The most
hot topics are studies on a variety of
mechanisms, that lead to the deve
lopment of cerebrovascular diseases,
as well studies on pre-stroke forms of
cerebrovascular pathology, in particular chronic ischemia of brain: discirculatory encephalopathy (DE). DE
involves a slow progression of multifocal or diffuse vascular damage of
the brain as well as a combined form
thereof. This is a consequence of var-

ious diseases caused by a great variety of factors, showing the common
feature: lesion of the small arteries
and arterioles (microangiopathy).
The clinical picture of the various
forms of DE depends not only on
disorders in the performance of the
arterial system in the brain, but also
to a large extent on the failure in the
performance of the venous circulation [17]. Step by step, angioneurology is moving towards accepting a
concept of venous dysfunction, when
considering the formation of vascular brain pathology. Disorders of venous circulation in DE follows from
the fact that the arterial system and
that of the veins form in the brain
their functional integrity… Until the
present time, studies of the venous
component of the cerebral circulation lagged behind the research of arterial hemodynamics. Difficulties in
diagnostics of venous circulation disorders of the brain in living subjects
are attributed to the wrong concepts
supported by many clinicians, stressing the rarity of the said diseases,
and, consequently, of minor significance of their studies ... According to
some research data, in 71.5% of the
patients with arterial hypertension
(AH) ultrasonic examination detects
compression of the internal jugular,
the brachiocephalic and the vertebral
veins, and in some patients (with venous hypotonia) reported are insufficiency of valves at the mouths of the
veins and structural anomalies of the
veins. According to MR venography,
signs of cerebral venous outflow in
patients with severe malignant hypertension are found in 91% of ca
ses, and for patients with hypertension of the 1st and 2nd degree the
signs are reported in 55% of cases. (I
would like to add: it is evident from
the above description of DE that the

authors are ignoring a link between
abnormalities of the arterial and the
venous basins, namely, the large- and
small-sized AVAs.)
So, again, as a result of periodical
AVA opening procedures, the normal blood circulation within any circulation segment or within the entire
system is stopped, the tissue pressure
necessarily increases, and the increase is performed exactly according to the laws of hydrodynamics: the
amount of intercellular fluid increases, because circulatory blockage occurs; swelling takes place in the liver
and the gallbladder, so that in some
cases, due to poor circulation, an abnormal swelling of the body appears.
However, in such periods of time, a
certain portion of the working cells
are starving, since blood circulation
via the artery and the arterial capillary network is almost interrupted,
and a considerable portion of the
oxygenated red blood is supplied not
into the arterial capillary network
upon passing AVA, but it is deli
vered into the veins immediately, after the capillary circulation stoppage,
with long periods of organ ischemia.
Thus, a certain portion of the blood
circulates not through the systemic
loop, but via circuits shortened by
AVA, or, in more exact terms, via
semi-circuits. A partial restoration of
the proper blood circulation, apparently, takes place only in a horizontal
position at night during sleep or after
special exercises, sauna or massage.
However, due to untrained muscles
and a sedentary lifestyle, some cellular waste products and unprocessed
lymph fluid, containing cellular debris, are accumulated in the intercellular fluid, in the joints, partly in the
cells of some body parts located most
distant from the heart and the aorta,
among them human skin. Gradually,
Issue 8. May 2016 | Cardiometry | 13

the cellular waste product accumulation in tissues reaches certain limits,
since the lifestyle of some individuals
has not changed for years and decades.
In the course of time, owing to the
presence of opened (and not closed
in time) AVAs, the right heart failure
may appear, and later, or even at the
same time, the left heart one may develop. Thus, it is logical to suppose
that the cause of heart insufficiency,
abnormal performance of the heart
valves and the pulmonary heart is in
the majority of cases not the heart itself, but the cause explaining thereof
is the presence of AVAs and an improper performance of the latter. In
the above mentioned cases, the venous pressure significantly increases, and blood circulation is blocked
in small arteries and veins like a hydraulic gate valve (lock). We see a
stalemate when the heart has to adapt
to an increased venous pressure that
leads to progression of many diseases
at once during a short period of life.
It may be the cause of the change in
acid-base balance pH in blood and
tissues, and it may be responsible for
the metabolic syndrome (MS) and
comorbidity.
More than 50 years ago, prominent
Russian physician Zalmanov A.S.
(1875-1965) came to the same conclusion: in his opinion, myocardium
diseases are very often secondary to
the above mentioned ones: “Tissue
and cellular hypoxia may occur despite an excellent state of the cardiovascular system. When we deal with
a patient suffering of a cardiovascular disorder, we should never examine only the heart and electrocardiograms; other sources which may be
responsible for hypoxia like the state
of lungs, blood, diaphragm mobility, liver and spleen volume should
be checked, too, in order to approx14 | Cardiometry | Issue 8. May 2016

imately identify the circulating blood
volume.” [18]
At first glance, following the NTA
logic, it seems that some way out
would not be found, and no drugs
and operations are capable to change
the system, where cellular waste
products are stored in tissues due
to opening of AVAs and due to increased venous pressure, because of
some trivial “metabolic disorders”, up
to vein thrombosis and venous ulcers.
Probably, it is impossible to surgically
shut off AVAs and let red blood flow
via small arteries. First, before such
a hypothetical surgery, it should be
required to identify and detect what
AVA (AVAs) is (are) opened in a patient, and that is not an easy task,
and, secondly, a surgical AVA closure
is nothing more than a very serious
intervention into living organism
settings of the arterial pressure level.
Apparently, a surgical AVA blocking
can lead to the maintenance of high
systemic blood pressure and increase
the likelihood of strokes or infarctions. In general, the AVA research
topics call for further investigation.
On the other hand, if to clean blood
with the use of plasmapheresis, when
large or medium-sized veins are involved, the scope of such cleaning of
blood will not include the majority
of the CVS peripheral areas, so that
the most “debris-laden” thick blood
will remain almost unprocessed, as
it may be the case with human skin,
including all adjacent areas. If to apply a simple manual massage, then it
should be used more often and cover
the entire body area, since it is not
excluded that cellular waste products
disturbed at one place will be simply
moved to another place throughout
the body.
Fortunately, it has been detected
that in addition to widespread manu

al and can massage, plasmapheresis,
warm water therapy, sauna, steam
sauna, capillary therapy and moxibustion technique there are some
other possibilities available, which
also offer removal of thick stagnant
venous blood and lymph in the peripheral areas of the blood vessel
network! They are blood-letting me
thods as follows: cupping (Arabian
Hijama), simple cupping technique
(or blood sampling) from veins and
hirudotherapy (leech therapy).
Let us consider the three techniques
of blood-letting.
1. Certainly, some people in the
modern world have never heard
about cupping as the “barbaric”
treatment, but this sort of treatment
has been using by the Arab world for
many thousands of years. Moreover,
advanced medical research confirms
high therapeutic efficacy of cupping
[19-21].
“Hijama (cupping) was utilized by
medieval inhabitants in the Arabian desert for treatment of a number
of diseases. For the technique used
by the Arabs, used were sharp tools
like needles. An incision was made
within a particular area of the body,
usually on the neck surface or the
head. Then, an experienced individual applied glasses or cups to dispel
some blood in a patient. The Arabs
believe that this therapy method is a
good remedy against headache. Historical evidence suggests that Prophet
Muhammed suffered from chronic
migraine. He always had to resort to
cupping to relieve his pain. Cupping
had to be performed by qualified individuals only, so that Muhammed
had several with them ... Today, cupping is considered to be not in compliance with hygienic requirements and
scientific principles, and therefore it
is treated as a high-risk life-threaten-

ing method. “The Messenger of Allah said: “Healing is in three things: a
gulp of honey, cupping, and branding
with fire (cauterizing).”
Another source states: “Hijama
(skin incisions and vacuum glasses
or cups in some areas of the body as
recommended) is an ingenious way
of getting rid of most of diseases simply by removal of “dirty” blood from
the body. But what is the essence and
the secret of Hijama (cupping)? Using the said blood-letting technique,
we are able to initiate some stand-by
recovery mechanisms in our organism, which are responsible for gene
ration of fresh blood to improve the
general conditions of a human individual and cure many diseases. Cupping is applied for prevention and
treatment of the following diseases:
prostatitis, back pain, impotence, low
or high blood pressure, immune system weakness, narrowing or blockage of veins, pain in the neck or the
shoulders, hemorrhoids, headaches,
infertility, tuberculosis, skin diseases,
heart pain (CVD), diabetes, urinary
incontinence, muscle pains, numbness in extremities, rheumatism, body
paralysis, poor vision, eye pressure,
tearfulness, poor hearing, sinusitis,
seizures, menstruation irregularities
and so on... Thus, we should assume
that there are two positive factors in
cupping: the removal of “dirty” blood
plus an initiation of stand-by recovery functions by the organism. The
main feature of cupping is that there
is no need at all to introduce any
chemical agents into the human body
or to perform any surgery interventions. This method involves internal
reserves of the human body only, and
efficacy of cupping is supported by a
thousand-years’ experience.
2. In Europe in the Middle Ages,
doctors and healers treated people

from all diseases with the use of venesection. The European procedure
of blood-letting shows an essential
difference from Hijama. So, cupping
(Hijama) provides withdrawal of
blood according to the under-theskin technique, i.e. the intercellular
fluid is taken using vacuum through
special incisions on the human body,
and the suction effect of this procedure is distributed in the body to a
depth of 6-8 cm, while according to
the “European” blood-letting technique blood was drawn usually from
large veins opened. But according
to the NTA concept, stagnated cell
waste products are found in concentrated form not in large, but rather in
small and smallest veins and tissue
fluid as well. We note here, that modern donation, when venous blood is
taken, is also a kind of blood-letting,
but under the proper sterile conditions. Typically, people who donate
blood on a regular basis report some
health improvement after the donation procedure.
3. In addition to cupping and venesection, there is the third method of
blood-letting available: it is leeching,
or hirudotherapy [22-25]. Hirudotherapy applications were reported
even thousand years BC. Medical
leeches were used for treatment of
Egyptian Pharaohs; leeching therapy
is mentioned both in the Bible and the
Koran. Later, great physicians Hippocrates, Galen and Avicenna relieved
with the help of leeches suffering of
their patients. But the uncontrolled
use of leeches in the Middle Ages and
persecution of science by the Church
discredited the idea of hirudotherapy, and by the beginning of the twentieth century, many doctors have
discarded the leeching treatment. Today, the interest in leeching treatment
practice has been rekindled in the

world. Why? The answer is that because such treatment is in many cases
more effective as compared to that in
accordance with the canons of classical medicine. A noticeable advantage
of hirudotherapy is that the leech
secretes its saliva, containing more
than hundred of various biologically
active substances (natural medications), into the bloodstream, which
are capable of mild acting to reduce
the viscosity of blood and normalize
the performance of the human body.
The said substances include hyaluronidase, hirudin, bdellins, eglins, a destabilase complex (natural liposome)
and some other agents. Furthermore,
leech saliva also has a moderate antibacterial effect.
There is no doubt that the main
achievement of NTA is a substantiation of the integrated mechanism
of arrhythmia in the human heart,
the rationale for an introduction of
the mechanical component of myocardial excitation into the existing
mathematical models at macro- and
micro-levels [26]. With regard to
metabolic disorders and deposition
of toxins under opened AVA, the best,
at first glance, is to promote healthy
lifestyle (HLS) for everybody, starting
from young age. Various every day’s
physical activities contribute to a cyclic work of muscles, and the muscle
performance facilitates pumping of
venous blood from the most distant
parts in the human body.

Conclusion

Thus, the new theory of arrhythmia (NTA) should be accepted not
only as a concept of an integrated
physical mechanism of arrhythmia,
demonstrating a fresh idea of the
cause of sudden cardiac death, with
due consideration of opening AVAs.
This phenomenon, taken for a short
Issue 8. May 2016 | Cardiometry | 15

period of time, results in a decrease
in systolic arterial pressure. On the
other hand, it might be supposed
that possible ways of counteracting
frequent opening of AVAs can be
utilized as a panacea in development
of most perfect methods addressing
treatment and prevention of a great
variety of diseases.
It should be stated that NTA merits notice not only because of justifying the integrated mechanism of
arrhythmia and explaining the phenomenon of sudden cardiac death,
but also due to offering possible
means of how successfully to solve
the problems associated with high
CVD mortality and high SCD incidence rate, among them applications
of vein scarring and installation of
vein clamps in order to exclude or
prevent arrhythmias and ischemic
heart disease (IHD). The only minor
requirement to be met is to conduct
some decisive experiments for testing
the theory and obtain the evidence
for the presence of the mechanical
waves propagating along the walls of
the vena cava. Sketches of the theory validation techniques are already
available.
Thanks to NTA, there is a hope for
an opportunity to prove the primary
cause of venous dysfunction in the
progression of vascular pathology of
the of the human brain as an impact
of an increased systemic venous pressure with AVA opening.
NTA also attempts to substantiate
the mechanism of metabolic disorders in the peripheral areas of the
blood circulation network, mainly in
individuals with usually high blood
pressure. With arteriovenous anastomoses (AVA) opened (and they are
found in many organs), following the
laws of hydrodynamics, the proper
full-scale blood circulation may be
16 | Cardiometry | Issue 8. May 2016

periodically blocked within some
individual segments. This leads to
slowing down of blood flow, ische
mia, stagnation and cooling of fluid
(that results in abundant cold sweat),
possibly to metabolic syndrome, comorbidity, right- and left-sided heart
failures, diabetes, edemata, accumulation of cellular waste products
in interstitial fluid and in the tissue
cells. It may provoke incidence and
progression of many diseases, and,
unfortunately, some of them cannot
be prevented by modern medicine.
On the other hand, there are in the
world for thousands of years effective
practices to detoxify the organism.
These practices include blood-letting, hyrudotherapy, cupping or Arabic Hijama, plus healthy lifestyle
(HLS). Previously official medicine
periodically prohibited cupping
and hirudotherapy due to lack of “a
strong theory”, but now it is just NTA
that is capable to give a new chance to
applications of these promising procedures to be duly accepted and promoted. In addition, nothing prevents
developing and further improving of
the said theories of treatment with respect to their specific, but not principle questions, for example, by adding
knowledge where leeches should be
placed and what number of leeches should be used for the purpose
of hirudotherapy, or what Hijama
points should be involved, depending
on the kind of disease, the degree
and duration of vacuum conditions,
the degree of allowable mechanical
damage to the skin, the frequency of
organism detoxication, the patient’s
age and the condition of the body,
based on a new biological expertise
at cellular, nano- and micro-levels.
I hope the future of clinical cardiolo
gy implies the promotion of healthy
lifestyle, a fresh combination of some

therapy procedures similar to hyrudotherapy (and / or cupping (Hijama)),
telemetry, telemedicine, general acceptance and validation of NTA recommendations for the purpose of
further development of NTA and an
advanced improvement of existing
mathematical models of the cardiovascular performance at micro-levels,
because probably in the future we
have to deal with some more gentle
challenges of prevention and treatment of CVD and other malfunctions in a human body.
Let’s hope: after many years’ stagnation in cardiology, there comes a new
time offering effective conceptual
and technological advances in health
care service and medicine in general.
And, of course, in the more distant
future, when NTA will be introduced
and generally recognized, genetic engineering and gerontology must contribute to significant reduction in the
likelihood of sudden cardiac death in
the young and middle age human individuals.
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